MFLOR Glued floors 25-05

Our MFLOR 25-05 ranges offer just that little bit extra in addition to beautiful, comfortable and high-quality floors.

The floors from the 25-05 ranges are 2.5 mm thick and feature a 0.55 mm thick wear layer. This makes them perfect as a solution for use in larger scale construction projects, such as in schools, hotels, restaurants and shopping centres, as well as in less busy environments. In addition to this, it is also possible to lay the 25-05 collections in your house or home office. As they are suitable for intensive use, you will enjoy many more years of use in a less busy environment!

We offer a choice of 147 wood and tile designs in the 25-05 ranges. This extra-strong floor has a high level of durability and is easy to care for, making it the ideal solution for intensive environments.

**Key Features:**
- **Thickness:** 2.5 mm
- **Wear Layer:** 0.55 mm
- **Warranty:**
  - Commercial Use: 8 Years
  - Household Use: 15 Years

**Design Options:**
- Wood Designs
- Tile Designs

---

Avon Oak
English Oak

- MARSTON OAK
- EPPING OAK
- WALTHAM OAK
- DRAWN OAK
- SHERWOOD OAK
- THETFORD OAK

Estrich Stone

- LIGHT GREY WITH BLACK 3.4 mm FEATURE STRIPS
- GREY
- BROWN
- ANTHRACITE
- WHITE
- BEIGE

DOUBLE FILM
UNLIKE REAL WOOD AND LAMINATE FLOORS, THE LVT FLOORS FROM FLOOR KEEP FOOT FALL NOISE TO A MINIMUM. THE FACT THAT OUR FLOORS ARE EVERY BIT AS GOOD AS THE NATURAL WOOD VARIANTS IN TERMS OF LOOK AND FEEL MAKES IT THE OBVIOUS CHOICE. AT LEAST WE THINK SO!

Enjoy the peace and quiet
Please see the GRAND Milano range on page 55 for more options at the GRAND size of 130 x 130 cm.
Visible structures and knots you can really feel.

A particular structure can be added to the wear layer of LVT floors, and we call this method ‘Embossing’. At FLOR, we go one step further when it comes to creating true-to-life LVT floors. The most recent development is ‘In Register Embossing’, which we also refer to as ‘Natural Touch’. With this method, the design of the film layer exactly follows the design of the wear layer, so that all the structural and textural elements of the natural wood product are intact. In short: if you can see knots, the ‘Natural Touch’ ensures that you will actually be able to feel them too. All FLOR design floors with the ‘Authentic’ suffix feature this special ‘In Register Embossing’ technology.
Authentic Langster Plank

- 56282 WATER OAK
- 56289 SUMAC
- 56284 TANOAK
- 56288 SCARLET OAK
- 56281 HEARTWOOD

Authentic Oak

- 82213 NORWAY LARCH
- 82217 BALSAM FIR
- 82214 LONG LEAF PINE
- 82212 SILVER SPRUCE
- 82216 GREY FIR
**mFLOR GRAND ranges**

**Majestic and impressive**

Our GRAND ranges consist of strips with impressive dimensions of 200 cm long and 20 cm wide and tiles measuring of 130 x 130 cm. This really complements the natural effect of our floors. In addition, the GRAND ranges are produced according to the unique hot press method. This enables us to guarantee additional hardness and means that the design is not repeated at all in the strip - just like the real thing!

The mFLOR Authentic GRAND Country Willow range even features Natural Touch, which, in combination with the large size, gives the floor the most natural and realistic appearance possible.

In the GRAND ranges, you can choose from 29 GRAND wood designs on 200 x 20 cm, and 6 GRAND stone designs on the unique, large size of 130 x 130 cm.

**NO REPETITION IN THE PLANK ITSELF**